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GRUNDOMAT ∅ 45 - 180
Air consumption 0,35 m3/min – 4,5 m3/min

GRUNDORAM DAVID - OLYMP
Air consumption 1,2 m3/min – 4,5 m3/min

GRUNDOCRACK PCM95 - PCG180
Air consumption 1,5 m3/min – 4,5 m3/min

E-POWER  
THE ALTERNATIVE FOR AN  
EMISSION-FREE CONSTRUCTION SITE

A compressor is indispensable for driving the compressed air-driven 
TRACTO products GRUNDOMAT, GRUNDOCRACK and GRUNDORAM. 
In the course of electrification, there is now also the possibility of 
replacing the diesel or petrol engine previously used with an electric 
motor.
 
If a power connection is available, the new Kaeser M27E, M31E and 
M50E site compressors play their trump cards and deliver a volume 

CHARACTERISTICS
- Socket (32A or 63A) on the unit

- Can be used inside and outside buildings

-  Hose reel option (does not have to be completely unwound 
during operation)

- Compressed air aftercooler for condensate-free compressed air

- Anti-freeze control: protects tools from freezing

- Reduces operating costs (electricity is provided on site)

- Desired pressure adjustable in 0.1 bar steps

- Light operating weight (less than 750 kg) 

- Also without overrun brake

- Can be used in environmental or noise protection zones

-  Significantly lower maintenance costs  
than with diesel-powered machines

- No noise pollution, as very quiet

ELECTRIC 
COMPRESSOR

Kaeser M27E, M31E 
and M50E
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flow of up to 5.0 m3/min per compressor. The super-silent electric 
drive is the ticket to environmental or noise protection zones. Thanks 
to the exhaust-free drive, applications in tunnels, excavation pits or 
buildings can be carried out without any problems and without en-
dangering health. The robust construction allows operation at ambi-
ent temperatures between -10 and +40°C. Versatility is also offered 
by the chassis, which is available with a rigid or height-adjustable 
drawbar, as well as with or without an overrun brake.

Are you looking for an electric drive option for your machine,  
please do not hesitate to contact us!


